Synthetic microbial consortia have an advantage over isogenic synthetic microbes because they can apportion biochemical and regulatory tasks among the strains. However, it is difficult to coordinate gene expression in spatially extended consortia because the range of signaling molecules is limited by diffusion. Here, we show that spatio-temporal coordination of gene expression can be achieved even when the spatial extent of the consortium is much greater than the diffusion distance of the signaling molecules. To do this, we examined the dynamics of a two-strain synthetic microbial consortium that generates coherent oscillations in small colonies. In large colonies, we find that temporally coordinated oscillations across the population depend on the presence of an intrinsic positive feedback loop that amplifies and propagates intercellular signals. These results demonstrate that synthetic multicellular systems can be engineered to exhibit coordinated gene expression using only transient, short-
S ynthetic biologists are now adept at engineering transcriptional gene circuits to create novel phenotypes within microbes. So far, a large variety of synthetic genetic devices have been developed, including toggle switches 1,2 , oscillators [3] [4] [5] and logic gates 6, 7 . In each of these, transcription factors and their cognate promoters are rearranged to regulate gene transcription within single cells. Intercellular signaling pathways have also been engineered to regulate gene expression in populations of cells 8 . To do this, synthetic biologists have generally used quorum sensing systems taken from Gram-negative bacteria that use N-acyl homoserine lactones (HSLs) 9 . Synthetic versions of rewired intercellular pathways have allowed synthetic biologists to generate multicellular systems that mediate intercellular communication 10 , mimic predator-prey systems 11 , display population-level oscillations 12, 13 and create spatial patterns 14, 15 . Such coordination of gene expression across time and space through intercellular signaling pathways will be important if we are to use synthetic multicellular systems in complex environments such as soils or the gut microbiome, or interface with materials and bioelectronics.
Existing multicellular synthetic microbial systems have been constructed to operate in either well-mixed 13, 16 or resource-limited environments 15, 17 . Intercellular signaling is simplified in these environments, as either coupling between cells is uniform (in wellmixed environments) or cells quickly go to stationary phase (in resource-limited environments). However, as the size of synthetic multicellular systems increases, it becomes important to consider environments that are not well mixed; that is, those in which intercellular signaling via small molecules has a limited range within the population. Such considerations are important because large multicellular synthetic systems will need to coordinate their behaviors across both space and time.
Some efforts have been made to coordinate gene expression in large synthetic colonies. For instance, Prindle et al. showed that oscillations between colonies of synthetic bacteria could be synchronized through engineered cell-cell communication mediated by hydrogen peroxide gas exchange 18 . However, gas exchange is not always the best option for cell-cell communication, as nonvaporous chemical means (especially HSLs) are more commonly accessible and do not trigger native redox signaling pathways. Therefore, we need to better understand how to temporally coordinate gene expression in spatially extended bacterial communities using intercellular chemical signals.
Here, we show that gene expression within a spatially extended synthetic bacterial consortium can be temporally coordinated through chemically mediated intercellular communication. We examine the dynamics of a two-strain synthetic bacterial consortium in which the two strains emit two orthogonal quorum sensing molecules to generate a regulatory network with linked positive and negative feedback. When co-cultured in a small (~100 μm) microfluidic device, the two strains exhibit emergent transcriptional oscillations of genes within the synthetic network. We find that when these two strains are co-cultured in a spatially extended microfluidic trap (~2 mm), synchronization of the entire population is possible even though the diffusion of the signaling molecules provides only short-range interactions among the cells. Through a combination of experimental perturbations and computational simulations, we find that the temporal coordination of gene expression in our system depends on the regulatory structure (that is, the presence or absence of various transcriptional feedback loops) of the network controlling intercellular signaling. In particular, a key positive feedback loop allows cells in an oscillating consortium to amplify signals locally. This amplification can reduce the phase difference between neighboring bacterial subpopulations, and is thus critical for synchronization across a spatially extended system. This is in contrast to smaller, well-mixed populations, which can exhibit synchronous oscillations for a variety of regulatory structures, including those without intrinsic positive feedback. We thus show how molecular interactions within individual cells are crucial for synchronization of spatially extended populations.
Our findings represent a major step toward the creation of large, synthetic, multicellular systems. To be useful, such systems need to quickly coordinate their activity through a distributed network of local interactions. The mechanisms we describe show how to design communities of synthetic microbes to achieve this goal, and suggest how their counterparts in the wild have evolved to do so.
Results
Microbial consortia in spatially extended chambers. To examine gene regulation and cell-cell signaling in spatially extended synthetic microbial consortia, we turned to a two-strain synthetic consortium we developed previously 13 . When co-cultured, intercellular signaling pathways between the two cell types create a coupled positive and negative feedback regulatory architecture that produces oscillations (see Fig. 1a ). Briefly, one strain acts as an 'activator' and the other as a 'repressor' . When the synthetic circuit within the activator strain is ON (that is, its promoters are active), it produces a cell-cell signaling molecule (C4-homoserine lactone, C4HSL) that up-regulates the synthetic circuits in both strains. Similarly, when the circuit within the repressor strain is ON, it produces an orthogonal cell-cell signaling molecule (3-OHC14-HSL) that down-regulates the circuits in both strains. We refer to C4HSL and 3-OHC14-HSL as the activating and repressing signals, respectively. When the two strains are co-cultured, coupling between these positive and negative feedback loops leads to oscillations in compact microfluidic chambers 13 .
In the compact chamber we used in our previous study the diffusion time is much shorter than the oscillatory period of the consortium 13 . It takes approximately 1 min for the HSLs to diffuse through the compact chamber 12, 13 , whereas the oscillation period is 2 h. Hence, the signaling delay between strains is negligible and the consortium exhibits synchronous chamber-wide oscillations.
Bacteria in their native environments, however, are not always confined to microscopic spaces. A chemical signal emitted at one point may reach only a small portion of a spatially extended population, and even then with considerable delay. We therefore asked whether one could engineer spatially extended microbial consortia to exhibit coherent dynamics despite these obstacles. To address this question, we designed and constructed a microfluidic device with a growth chamber 20 times longer than the compact chamber we used previously (2,000 versus 100 μm) ( Fig. 1b) 13 . We found that in this hallway chamber, which had walls on three sides, the spatial arrangement of the two strains kept fluctuating, making it difficult to analyze the resulting dynamics of the microbial consortia ( Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Thus, we constructed and used another microfluidic device in which the trapping region was open to media flow on all sides, and hence cells and signaling molecules could exit the chamber in any direction ( Fig. 1d ). As shown in previous theoretical work [19] [20] [21] and confirmed in a more extensive accompanying experimental study 22 , this design supports a stable distribution of strains once the trap was filled.
Since diffusion time scales with the square of the distance, we expected that the HSL signal would take roughly 20 2 = 400 times longer to diffuse through this chamber than through the smaller chamber used in our previous study. Thus, a chemical signal emitted at one end of the chamber would take several hours to reach the Supplementary Fig. 10b ). This device is similar to the compact chamber used by Chen et al. 13 , with the width of the chamber extended to 2,000 μm. c, Representative fluorescence images of cells growing in the extended hallway device (n = 3 independent experiments). The spatial arrangement of the two strains keeps fluctuating (red arrows point to two areas of high fluctuation). d, Simplified schematic of the extended 'open' microfluidic device 2,000 μm in width ( Supplementary Fig. 10a ) other end. Moreover, at steady state the magnitude of a signal emanating from one position decays exponentially as a function of distance from the source since extracellular HSL can diffuse out of the chamber. Thus, we expected coupling between cells to be primarily local, making globally coherent oscillations unlikely. However, we observed spatially synchronous oscillations in the extended chamber (Supplementary Video 1, Fig. 1e and Supplementary Fig. 2 ). We next asked how and when such synchrony is maintained despite the presence of steep gradients and delays in the chemical signals coupling the strains.
Positive feedback is essential for global synchrony. Our observation of coherent oscillations in the consortium implied that cells could amplify a signal received at the right time, translating local entrainment into global synchrony. How a received signal is relayed, however, depends on the architecture of the synthetic circuits within each cell. We therefore asked what features of the genetic circuits that drive the oscillations are also responsible for the emergence of coherent spatio-temporal dynamics. To answer this question, we examined consortia with four different circuit architectures obtained by removing either or both of the intrinsic feedback loops ( Fig. 2a-d ). Specifically, we examined consortia in which the positive feedback loop in the activator strain and/or the negative feedback loop in the repressor strain were removed 13 . We denote the four circuits P i N j where the indices, i,j = 1,2, refer to the number of positive and negative regulatory links in the circuit graph, respectively.
As we reported previously 13 , all four architectures exhibit robust, synchronous oscillations in the compact chamber ( Fig. 2e-h and Supplementary Fig. 3a-d ). However, only the P 2 N 2 and P 2 N 1 architectures supported oscillations that were spatially coherent across the extended chamber ( Fig. 2i,j and Supplementary Fig. 3e ,f). Consortia with the P 1 N 2 and P 1 N 1 architectures broke into smaller, locally synchronous, oscillating subpopulations (Fig. 2k,l and Supplementary Fig. 3g,h) .
We quantified the degree of spatial synchrony in the space-time diagrams (kymographs), using an order parameter, Ω ( Fig. 2m -p, see Methods for details): Ω= ~1 indicates spatially coherent oscillations and Ω = ~0 disorganized behavior 23, 24 . By reanalyzing the data from our previous study, we found that all four architectures experiments for each of these except i and l for which n = 5). The kymographs of e-h were obtained by reanalyzing data from our previous work 3 where the compact hallway chamber was used 13 . We observed similar behavior in a compact open chamber ( Supplementary  Fig. 3m ). See Supplementary Fig. 2 for an explanation of kymograph construction. m-p, Experimentally measured order parameters for each experiment in the compact (blue circles) and extended (red circles) chambers. The mean order parameter does not differ between architectures with and without positive feedback in the compact chamber (mean order parameters are 0.70 and 0.75 with and without positive feedback, respectively, P = 0.33, two-sided Welch's t-test, n = 8 independent experiments). However, in the extended chamber the mean order parameters are 0.29 and 0.69 for architectures with and without positive feedback, and this difference is significant (P = 2.3 × 10 −4 , two-sided Welch's t-test, n = 9 independent experiments).
supported spatially coherent oscillations (high-order parameters) in the compact hallway chamber. In contrast, only architectures with intrinsic positive feedback (that is, P 2 N 2 and P 2 N 1 ) exhibited a high-order parameter in the spatially extended open chamber ( Fig. 2m ,n, similar results were obtained with other methods, see Supplementary Fig. 3i -l and Methods). We therefore concluded that the intrinsic positive feedback loop in the activator strain was essential for spatial synchrony in spatially extended populations.
A mathematical model captures consortium dynamics. We next developed a mathematical model to better understand the circuit mechanisms that mediate coherent oscillations in spatially extended consortia. We built on a previously developed model that successfully captured the transcriptional dynamics of consortia in the compact chamber 13 . To describe the spatio-temporal dynamics of consortia in the extended chamber we included a single spatial dimension corresponding to the long axis of the extended trap. The resulting equations captured the dynamics of the genetic circuits, fluctuations in local strain ratios, as well as the diffusion of extracellular signaling molecules that mediate interactions between the strains (parameters were constrained by experimental observations, see Methods and Supplementary Tables 1 and 2) . We used our model to examine how the four architectures influence the evolution of initial phase differences. To do so, we initialized each of four sets of simulations (corresponding to the four architectures) with the same set of 10 3 randomly generated initial phases with spatial phase variance estimated from experimental data ( Fig.  2i-l and Supplementary Fig. 3e -h) (see Methods). Our model successfully captured experimentally observed features of the spatiotemporal dynamics in the extended chamber ( Fig. 2i-l) : consortia without intrinsic positive feedback exhibited spatially asynchronous oscillations (Ω = 0.19 ± 0.04 for P 1 N 2 and Ω = 0.18 ± 0.04 for P 1 N 1 ), while spatially coherent oscillations emerged in consortia with the positive feedback (Ω = 0.73 ± 0.2 for P 2 N 2 and Ω = 0.74 ± 0.15 for P 2 N 1 ) ( Fig. 3a ).
Note that even in the same chamber, depending on the initial phase differences among strains, the level of synchrony (that is, the order parameter) varies considerably. The blue circles in Fig. 3a highlight illustrative examples of high-order parameters in the P 2 N 2 and P 2 N 1 architectures, with corresponding kymographs shown in Fig. 3b -e. Small order parameters corresponded to qualitatively different spatio-temporal patterns in consortia with and without the positive feedback (for example, red circles in Fig. 3a ). In consortia of type P 2 N 2 and P 2 N 1 , a low-order parameter reflected the emergence of two to three large, synchronized subpopulations oscillating in anti-phase ( Fig. 3f,g) . In contrast, a low-order parameter generally indicated the fracturing of P 1 N 2 and P 1 N 1 type consortia into small subpopulations with shifting phase relationships ( Fig. 3h,i) . These dynamics were consistent with those we observed experimentally in consortia with corresponding architectures (Fig. 2i-l and Supplementary Fig. 3e -h).
Positive feedback increases sensitivity to activator. We next used our model to probe the mechanisms by which intrinsic positive feedback mediates global coherence of gene expression in spatially extended populations. As concentrations of the signaling molecules decay quickly with distance from the source ( Supplementary Fig.  4 ), distant subpopulations in the chamber communicate only indirectly. Thus we conjectured that the positive feedback is essential for effective long-range coupling.
To test our hypothesis, we first examined the effect of unidirectional coupling on two oscillating, spatially localized subpopulations. To do this, we tracked the concentration of the extracellular signals (that is, both C14HSL and C4HSL) emitted by a receiving (driven) subpopulation 50 μm (Fig. 4a , dashed box) from a sender (driving) subpopulation (Fig. 4a, solid box) . We then probed the effect of signals expressed by the sender subpopulation (Fig. 4b ) on the oscillation phase (ϕ) of a receiving consortium ( Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 5a-f ). The receiving subpopulation's constitutive strains were perturbed in response to the received signal. This resulted in deviations in the oscillatory trajectory, and thus the phases, of the driven consortium. By calculating the magnitude of the phase shift (∆ϕ) as a function of the phase (ϕ) when the input signal was received, we obtained the phase response curve (PRC) ( Supplementary Fig. 5g) 25, 26 . The PRC has positive values when the phase is advanced by the input signal and negative values when the phase is delayed by the input signal ( Fig. 4d ,e, see Methods for details). We defined phase ϕ = 0 as the point in the oscillatory cycle where the activator promoter is fully activated and thus the released activator signal is at its maximum (Fig. 4c) .
We can relate the shape of the computed PRC directly to the underlying molecular mechanisms by examining the response of the system to perturbations at different phases ( Fig. 4f-k) . The response of the receiving consortium is roughly independent of the presence 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 Fig. 3 | the mathematical model reproduces the experimentally observed spatio-temporal dynamics exhibited by the four regulatory architectures. a, Calculated order parameters for different initial conditions. The width of the shaded blue regions represents the empirical probability density of the distribution of the individual results (dots). The same set of 10 3 random initial phases and ratios between two strains were used in simulations of all four architectures (n = 10 3 independent simulations for each). The order parameters for the P 2 N 1 and P 2 N 1 architectures were much higher than those for the P 1 N 2 and P 1 N 1 architectures. b-e, Representative simulations using the same initial conditions (blue dots in a) that resulted in high-order parameters in the P 2 N 2 and P 2 N 1 architectures, but not in the P 1 N 2 and P 1 N 1 architectures (n = 10 3 independent simulations for each). f-i, Representative simulations using the same initial conditions (red dots in a) that resulted in low-order parameters in each regulatory architecture (n = 10 3 independent simulations for each). Low-order parameters in simulations with P 2 N 1 and P 2 N 1 architectures reflected the emergence of two to three subpopulations oscillating in anti-phase (f,g). In contrast, low-order parameters reflected spatially disorganized behavior in P 1 N 2 and P 1 N 1 architectures (h,i).
or absence of the intrinsic positive feedback loop, except when 0.7 < ϕ < 0.8 (Fig. 4d ,e, blue zones) and has several stages. When 0 < ϕ < 0.5 LacI is high (Fig. 4d,e, gray scale bars) , the promoter is repressed ( Supplementary Fig. 5a,b ) and the phase of the responding consortium is not affected by an incoming signal (Fig. 4d,e ). When 0.5 < ϕ < 0.7, LacI begins to deplete and the promoter is ready to be de-repressed ( Supplementary Fig. 5a,b) . Hence, the repressor signal prevents de-repression and delays the phase (Fig. 4f,g) . When 0.7 < ϕ < 0.8, LacI is depleted and both promoters begin to turn on ( Supplementary Fig. 5a,b ). In the absence of positive feedback (P 1 N 1 architecture), the incoming repressor signal prevents the activation of the promoters and delays the oscillation phase (Fig. 4i ). In contrast, positive feedback (P 2 N 1 architecture) amplifies the impact of the incoming activator signal ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ), accelerating the activation of the promoter (for example, P rhl/lac ) and advancing the phase of the oscillator (Fig. 4h ). When 0.8 < ϕ < 1 the promoter is active ( Supplementary Fig. 5a,b) . The incoming repressor signal accelerates the deactivation of the promoter and advances the phase (Fig. 4j,k) . The qualitative shapes of the PRCs for both the P 2 N 2 and P 1 N 2 architectures are similar to those of the P 2 N 1 and P 1 N 1 architectures, respectively ( Supplementary Fig. 7) . In sum, the addition of a positive feedback loop makes a consortium more sensitive to the activator signal by increasing the range of phases at which the activator signal accelerates promoter activation. This in turn extends the range over which an activator signal advances the phase of the responding subpopulation.
To understand the impact of the feedback-mediated increase in sensitivity on the spatial coherence of oscillations we next examined the evolution of phase differences between coupled subpopulations 25, 26 . We used the previously obtained PRCs to define a mapping from the phase difference between two interacting subpopulations on one cycle, ∆ϕ, to the phase difference during the next cycle, ∆ϕ new (Fig. 5a,b and Supplementary Fig. 8a,b , see Methods for details).
The region for which phase differences between two coupled populations shrink from one cycle to the next is larger for the P 2 N 1 architecture than the P 1 N 1 architecture (the range in which |∆ϕ new | < |∆ϕ| is highlighted in blue in Fig. 5a,b) . To confirm this prediction, we simulated a spatially extended, oscillating population separating it into two equal halves that are initially out of phase ( Fig. 5c-h) . In agreement with the behavior of two spatially localized coupled subpopulations (Fig. 5a,b ), the P 2 N 1 (Fig. 5c,e ) architecture reached global synchrony for a wider range of initial phase differences between the population halves than the P 1 N 1 architec- Supplementary Fig. 4b for C14HSL ). b, Simulated rate of change of the two HSLs in a receiving population at 50 μm from their source (dashed box in a). Also shown are the square pulses we used as approximations of these incoming signals for further simulations. Shown are simulations obtained using the P 2 N 2 architecture. Results are similar for other architectures ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). c, Relative C4HSL concentration produced by the receiving population (dashed box in a) in the presence (solid curve) and absence (dashed curve) of the incoming signal (colored boxes). From these we estimated the phase shift (Δϕ) of the receiving population. Here, ϕ = 0 is defined as the phase at which the C4HSL concentration of the receiving population is at its maximum. d,e, The change in the phase (Δϕ) of the receiving population as a function of the phase (ϕ) at which the driving signal pulse is received for the P 2 N 1 (d) and P 1 N 1 (e) architectures. The highlighted points refer to subsequent panels. f-k, Relative transcriptional activity (solid green curve) of the P rhl-lac promoter of the P 2 N 1 (top) and P lac of the P 1 N 1 (bottom) architectures in response to signals received at three different phases (red dots in d and e). The dashed line is the activity of the promoter in the absence of the signal. ture (Fig. 5d ). Specifically, when the two halves of the consortium start with a phase difference of |Δϕ| = 0.1 they reach approximate synchrony after one oscillatory cycle for both the P 2 N 1 (Fig. 5c) and P 1 N 1 (Fig. 5d) architectures. An initial phase difference ( Fig. 5a,b , |Δϕ| = 0.3) predicted to lead to synchrony for P 2 N 1 , but not the P 1 N 1 architecture, lead to synchrony in the P 2 N 1 consortium (Fig. 5e ), but resulted in a breakdown in spatio-temporal order in the P 1 N 1 consortium (Fig. 5f ). Furthermore, initial phase differences outside the blue (synchronization) regions in Fig. 5a ,b tended to approach a phase difference of |Δϕ| = 0.5 over subsequent oscillations, leading to anti-phase oscillations between the two population halves ( Fig. 5f-h) .
Our model suggests the biochemical mechanisms driving synchrony: when the leading subpopulation releases a signal (that is, HSL), the promoter of the trailing subpopulation must not be repressed to allow its phase to be shifted. If this signal arrives before the promoter in the trailing subpopulation is activated, then the positive feedback allows the signal to accelerate promoter activation. This advances the trailing phase and reduces the phase difference between the populations (Fig. 5e ). The opposite occurs in the absence of the positive feedback: here the repressor signal dominates and delays the activation of the promoter of the trailing subpopulation (the wide phase delay zone in Fig. 4e ), increasing the phase difference between the subpopulations (Fig. 5f) .
We observed the behavior predicted by this modeling approach when we reanalyzed our data (Fig. 2i-l and Supplementary Fig.  3e -h) to compare the evolution of phase differences in each of the four architectures. Specifically, we tracked the evolution of phases of pairs of subpopulations in the chamber from cycle to cycle. We defined a subpopulation as the part of the consortium within a 167 μm wide region of the trap. We examined the evolution of phases for subpopulations that were 67 μm apart (Fig. 6a) , close to the distance we used to obtain PRCs (Fig. 4a,b) . By sliding the two 167 μm windows across the extent of the trap, we obtained 25 pairs of subpopulations for each experiment (see Methods for details). We next computed the phase difference between the two subpopulations within each pair of windows across multiple oscillations (Fig. 6b ). This allowed us to determine how the phase difference between each pair of neighboring subpopulations evolved from one cycle (Δϕ i ) to the next (Δϕ i+1 ). We approximated the phase difference maps by relating the phase difference at the beginning and the end of the same cycle (Fig. 6c ). Our analysis of the experimental data agrees with our theoretical prediction (Fig. 5a,b) : a reduction in the phase difference occurs, on average, for a much wider range of input phase differences in consortia with a positive feedback loop (blue curve) than those without (red curve) ( Fig. 6c ).
Our model suggests that positive feedback increases a consortium's sensitivity to the activator signal by increasing the range of phases at which the activator signal accelerates promoter activation. This extends the range over which an activator signal advances the phase of the responding subpopulation, pulling interacting populations closer to synchrony (see Supplementary Fig. 8 for further details about the mechanisms and extensions to multiple populations). Amplification via a positive feedback loop can also help coordination in spatial trigger waves, despite slow diffusion 27 . However, we note that the dynamics of spatial oscillators and trigger waves are distinct, and details of the molecular mechanisms supporting each are different.
Discussion
We demonstrated that local coupling in synthetic bacterial communities can synchronize oscillations in a spatially extended population. In our system positive feedback within an activator strain of the population was necessary to achieve this. Without such feedback, the intercellular signals that couple the constituent cells are not amplified, and the limited spatial range of diffusion hinders the emergence of globally synchronous oscillations.
Positive feedback plays a critical role in generating robust oscillations in synthetic oscillators constructed in single, isogenic cellular populations 4, 28 . However, in a previous study we found that, in a small chamber, the addition of a negative feedback loop was needed to maintain robust oscillations in the face of fluctuating population ratios between activator and repressor strains of a consortium 13 . We have designed the spatially extended chamber to minimize such fluctuations in population ratios, and observed robust oscillations even in the absence of the negative feedback ( Figs. 1 and   a In both cases, the map has two stable fixed points: Δϕ = 0 (synchrony) and Δϕ = 0.5 (anti-phase). For initial phase differences (Δϕ) that satisfy |Δϕ new | < |Δϕ| (the blue region), this map predicts eventual synchrony. On the other hand, for initial phase differences that do not satisfy this inequality (outside the blue region), the map predicts anti-phase oscillations. c-h, We simulated a spatially extended consortium in an extended trap with different initial phase differences between the two consortium halves. We show results for the three initial values corresponding to the red points in a and b. The behavior of the extended population agrees with predictions from the analysis of two coupled localized populations (a,b).
2). Therefore, different features of the gene circuit architecture may be responsible for supporting robust local dynamics, and globally coherent dynamics on the population level. Various natural systems also achieve spatially coherent oscillations using only local coupling 29 . Many of them appear to use intracellular positive feedback loops to achieve such synchrony, in accord with our findings. For instance, after starvation, a population of Dictyostelium is driven to aggregate via synchronous oscillations in cyclic AMP signaling 30 . The spatial scales of the chemical gradients of cAMP are small compared to the size of the population, and thus distant cells communicate only indirectly. Dictyostelium has been shown to use a local positive feedback loop to amplify local signals: the extracellular cAMP inhibits the degradation of intracellular cAMP, which triggers local excitation (that is, amplification) [30] [31] [32] allowing for the signal to propagate more effectively. A second example is provided by the interlinked positive and doublenegative feedback loops among Cdk1/Wee1A/Cdc25C that lead to the spatially coordinated mitosis in the large, fertilized Xenopus laevis egg 33 . Finally, the master circadian clock located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus consists of ~20,000 individual oscillators coupled via various excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters. The circadian clock generates synchronized oscillations and functions as a timekeeper of our body [34] [35] [36] . Each individual circadian oscillator has an intracellular transcriptional positive feedback loop mediated by Rors 37 , although its role in achieving globally coherent rhythms has not been investigated. These examples suggest that signal amplification through local positive feedback is used by a variety of biological systems to drive emergent behaviors in spatially extended systems. We have shown that a similar mechanism can be used to engineer spatially extended synthetic microbes that exhibit collective behavior even when they interact only locally.
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